Kadena Baby Kimono Top
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This baby kimono top is lovingly titled “Kadena” in honor of my oldest son’s first military base in Kadena,
Japan. The top is easy to put on and take off due to the snap buttons. It can be made in wovens and
knits.
List of required materials:
















fabric (wovens, batiste, chambray, poplin, knit with moderate stretch etc.)
Sewing machine
Overlock machine or serger (optional)
Scissors
Lip edge ruler
Cutting mat
Rotary cutter
Measuring tape
Regular standard needle for woven material (or ball point needle for knits)
Matching thread for machine
Double threaded hand sew needle
Iron
Small safety pin
Straight pins
Bias tape tool for 2” wide fabric



3 sew-on snaps size 4/0

Seam allowance: ⅜” (or half a presser foot) if not stated otherwise
To print out your templates:
Print out your templates without scaling. Here is a screen shot of my print preview window:

2
Stitches:
For wovens = straight stitch on all seams

For knits = stretch stitch for inner seams

For knits = stretch stitch for topstitching bias tape
Make sure the 1” print scale on the template measures exactly 1”. If it is even ⅛” off, the kimono might
not fit correctly!
This is what your printed cutout will look like:

Cut around the perimeter of each page and tape together matching the letters in the corners.
Sizing chart – based on 42 inch wide woven fabric WITH print direction (possible SHRINKAGE
INCLUDED!!!)
Cut out the fabric pieces according to the sizing chart below.

Size

0-3m
3-6m
6-12m
12-18m
18-24m

Average
weight

9 lbs.
13 lbs.
15 lbs.
20 lbs.
27 lbs.

Approx.
length
from
shoulder
to hem
11”
11.75”
12.75”
13.5”
14.5”

Approx.
chest
circumference

18”
19”
19.75”
21.5”
23.5”

Yardage
for kimono

2/3 yd
3/4 yd
3/4 yd
7/8 yd
7/8 yd

Yardage for
bias tape

3/8 yd
1/2 yd
1/2 yd
1/2 yd
1/2 yd

Cut 1x square
piece of fabric for
bias tape

13.5”x 13.5”
15” x 15”
15” x 15”
16” x 16”
16” x 16”
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Plus cut one piece of fabric for the bow: 13.5” x 1.5”

To make the bias tape:
Making bias tape doesn’t have to be difficult nor aggravating. With these steps you’ll be able to create a
CONTINOUS piece of bias tape! No endless cutting strips, no piecing strips together, just a few steps and
you’ll have a continuous piece.

Continuous bias tape (find this tutorial on my blog as well http://www.diycrush.com/blog/how-to-make-continuous-bias-tape/ )
A few pros about continuous bias tape:
1. Time saving because it omits having to cut multiple strips and sew them together.
2. Fabric saving because you won’t have to cut a huge triangle into your fabric, only a small square
3. Sewing on bias tape can be done in one continuous process if the project is prepared correctly.
We will be sewing the kimono so that we can sew the bias tape on continuously.
This is your cut square fabric piece. Place it in front of you with WRONG side up and draw a straight line
from one of the bottom corners to the opposite top corner. Then cut with scissors or directly on your
cutting mat with lip edge ruler and rotary cutter. With your marker write an X at the top edge and one at
the bottom edge of the fabric. Write an O at the side edges. This will be for matching up the edges later.
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Once cut, place the pieces with right sides together, matching up the X’s and O’s.

The pieces should slightly mismatch on the top edge, meaning move the top piece ¼ inch over to the
right so that the right corner hangs over and the left corner is showing the under piece.

5
Pin edges together and sew along dashed line. Do not serge or zigzag stitch.

Press seam open and draw lines right over the seam, with a 2 inch distance starting at the top edge.

6
There will be some excess on the bottom after the last line. Trim it off so that all lines have the same
distance of 2”.

Now we get to sew our parallelogram together to form a tube in order to cut continuous strips of fabric.
Flip the piece over so that right side is facing you.

7
Fold in both short edges.

Match the drawn lines, not exactly but one row shifted down. See how it forms an uneven design,
almost diagonally looking. This is necessary in order to cut strips in one piece all the way through.

8
One last step before we can sew these edges together. Move the top edge of the left side up ¼” so that
the left sides top edge is slightly off with the line of the right side.

Now it’s time to pin both edges together with the lines being off.

9
Sew both edges together and this is how it looks now. If sewn correctly, your line from both sides should
now match.

Press seam open and with your scissors start cutting into your fabric starting at the bottom line.

10
Cut in one continuous setting, very slowly until your entire piece turns out to be one long strip of fabric.

To make the bias tape:
Preheat your iron without steam. With right side down, insert strip into your bias tape maker tool. It will
automatically fold in the long edges. With the help for your fingers press the edges towards the center
of the fabric in an equal distance. The edges should not overlap but accurately face each other. Rather
leave a tiny little bit of room in the center. Press the folded area that is coming out with your iron,
remove your fingers from the fabric and press your iron’s steam button.
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Repeat until your entire fabric strip is folded.

Here is one of my favorite tips on reusing household materials such as empty toilet or paper towel rolls.
Tape one end of the bias tape to the upper area of the roll and wind the entire tape onto the roll.
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I like using a straight pin to secure the end of the bias tape. Now you have a nicely wound roll of bias
tape:

To cut out the front and back pieces:
To cut the two front pieces, fold your fabric over sideways and place the front template onto the fabric,
pin and cut around the layered fabric. For the back piece, fold the fabric over sideways and pin template
along fold. Cut around the template.
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You should now have two facing front pieces and one back piece (plus the bias tape).

1x bow strip:

To sew the kimono:
Place the right front piece onto the back piece with right sides matching. Pin the shoulder area and sew
then zigzag stitch or serge.
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Prepare your bias tape by folding it in half so that the cut edges are on the inside. Press with steam.

At this point you could repeat this step with the other side but I want to continue with this side first.
Unfold the kimono and place it right side down. Take your bias tape fabric and place it next to the sleeve
with the folds facing up.
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Place the bias tape onto the wrong side of the sleeve and match up the edges. Pin in place:

With a straight stitch (use a narrow zigzag stitch or stretch stitch when using knit fabric). Start sewing
the bias tape to the sleeve hem. You want to sew right next to the crease of the fold, not exactly in the
fold, slightly beside it:
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Trim off your bias tape and trim off half of the seam allowance as shown below:

Unfold the bias tape to the right.

17
Flip the kimono over so that now the right side is facing up.

Fold the bias tape over the seam and start pinning. The fold of the bias tape should just cover the
stitches:
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Now it’s time to sew the bias tape on as shown below:

19
Use a straight stitch with a stitch length of 2.5-3 with wovens:

For knit fabric use a ball point needle and a wider spaced zigzag stitch or a wide stretch stitch:
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This is your bias tape sewn on wovens:

Here on knits:
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To sew the sides:
Pin the right side of the kimono from the sleeve to the bottom corner and sew, then zigzag stitch or
serge the raw edges.

Next is to repeat the step of sewing the other shoulder area.
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You can also sew the bias tape to that sleeve if you prefer. I did it last.
To sew the bias tape to the entire perimeter of the kimono. Pin the bias tape the same way you did with
the sleeves, starting at the bottom corner of the unsewn side (side that is left open) then go up and
around the entire kimono. Go carefully around the curved areas and use more pins. It is suggested to
slightly stretch the bias tape while pinning it on to the curved areas.
When using knit fabric you will want to stretch the bias tape moderately while pinning to curved areas!
This is necessary to achieve an even look of the bias tape which should not look bulky.

View of the kimono spread out, on the bottom is the back and on top the front:
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Trim off excess of the bias tape and save it for the other sleeve if you haven’t done it yet.
Trim off half of the seam allowance as you did with the sleeve. Now cut tiny slits around the curved
areas every ¼”. This will help making the sewn on bias tape look great!

24

Fold the bias tape up and over to the right side of the kimono and with the help of a rounded object
(must be heat resistant – such as a metal curve ruler or hard cardboard circle) form the curve of the bias
tape. You don’t have to use an object but it helps to achieve an even bias tape width.

25
Start pinning at the center of the curved area (as well as on the neckline). Place one pin right there:

Then pin consequently along the entire perimeter. Be sure to adjust the bias tape width so it’s ½” wide.

26
Sew the bias tape on with a seam allowance of 1/8” towards the inner side.

This is how your bias tape stitches may look like from the inside. Unevenness of the stitches reaching
into the main fabric is expected:
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Now it’s time to sew the other side of the kimono.
NOTE: if you didn't do the sleeve bias tape then it needs to be done before side seam is sewn.

Finish the kimono by tucking in the threads and top stitching. On wovens you can simply do that with
your machine, on knits I suggest to hand stitch.
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To sew the snaps on:
This kimono has two snaps, one on the outside and one on the inside to help keep the kimono on.
Placement for the snaps is right at the highest point of the curved area. On the side seam you want to
sew the snap button on only through the front layer, not the back. Use some of the inner seam as a
stabilizer help. When you sew the front button on, you can use the bow (described how to make it
further down) as a stabilizer. If you are making a boy’s kimono you want to stitch only through the bias
tape but don’t come out through the outside.
For visual help please see this great tutorial: http://whafi.com/sewing-techniques/how-to-sew-onsnaps-and-cover-snaps
The snaps will be sewn on like this with 4 stitches in each hole:
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To sew the snap buttons on the inside of the kimono you want to stitch through the seam only (the right
button).

To prevent the kimono from falling off the shoulders (on some babies), sew another set on right at the
bottom of the V-neck.
Place button onto the bias tape on the outside, then fold back the fabric and sew button on to the inside
bottom layer of the front. Sew opposite part of the snap to the inside of the outer fabric as marked with
an

o
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Optional – add a cute bow
This option is for the girls 

Place the bow strip with right side up in front of you and secure a tiny safety pin into the corner. The
safety pin should be centered and ½” away from the short side:

31
Sew the short and long side with a ¼” seam allowance. Leave the other short end open. Backstitch the
beginning and the end.

Guide the safety pin towards the opening and turn your bow strip with right sides out.

32
Press the bow strip flat and fold in the opening twice and pin. Hand stitch it closed.

This is how your finished bow strip should look now:

33
With a straight (or safety pin) mark ¾” off center.

Tie the strip into a bow. Adjust as necessary in order to achieve an even look. Remove pin.

34
Hand stitch bow to the bias tape right into the center. This may even help to cover up the snap button
stitches if they have gone through.

Your Kadena Baby Kimono Top is done!
As a pretty matching pair of pants, check out the Kadena Kimono Pants with optional center strip.

35
Design examples:

36

For instant download eBooks, please visit: http://whimsycouturesewingpatterns.com
Etsy shop: http://tidd.ly/d8a32a56
DIY Crush Blog: http://www.diy-crush.com
For questions, please email: whimsycouture@hotmail.com
Thank you so much for using this pattern!
Copyright © Whimsy Couture, 2016 (Do not copy or distribute without my consent.)
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